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The JCC needed a new brand identity to reflect their mandate of welcoming everyone in 
the Jewish community, irrespective of affiliation or level of observance. Their aims are to
provide a way into, or back into, active Jewish life for all of London’s Jewish community. 
The JCC organise programmes of inspiring events that stand alongside the best London has
to offer. The events focus on arts and culture, books and debate, health and fitness, food
and drink, music, social events and family. They take the form of talks, outings, events,
discussions, concerts and much more. The funds raised from the events, partnerships with
other organisations and the founder of the JCC contribute to the wider goal of sourcing a
building which will be the centre of the activities. 

The new identity is designed to welcome, to include, to reach out and to enjoy. The tone of
voice is friendly, exciting, fresh, diverse. An identity that embraces Jewish culture but is
forward-looking and has a modern edge.

The logotype family is based on the fundamentals of Jewish community life: communication
and social interaction. The speech bubble marque retains its shape, but the colour and words
change to reflect the diversity and subject matter of specific events. This helps to keep the
identity alive.

The events are publicised by marketing communications by way of quarterly programmes,
individual leaflets, event emails, e-newsletters and also online by the website.

Since its inception in 2003 and the launch of the new identity, the JCC has expanded and
flourished, developing an outstanding reputation for the quality of its programming, which
attracts over 10,000 people a year. 
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The Cotswold Company is a multi-channel retailer (mail order through catalogue or website,
9 stores in the UK). This client had identified a severe lack of brand personality and briefed
three agencies to pitch and win the chance to have a lucrative and professional ongoing
relationship.

The solution was to get back to the roots of who the Cotswold Company are and where
they should be positioned in an already overcrowded market. This meant exploring the
evocative and inspiring nature of the ‘Cotswolds’ and reflecting this through creative
direction of all the materials online and off. The result is a brand rustic yet chic and naturally
stylish. A brand which visually lives up to the classic and contemporary products which are
already portraying the attributes and selling points of the Cotswold country.

From brand identity and logo guidelines to all retail POS and signage, website to catalogue,
direct mail to email campaigns The Cotswold Company brand now embodies the strapline:
‘for people who love their home.’

The result was the biggest increase in sales in 2 years.

The Cotswold Company
Brand refresh, implementation & guidelines
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Berg Kaprow Lewis (BKL) is a top 46 firm of chartered accountants and business advisors
with a turnover of £7.5 million and 100 staff. BKL required a new brand identity which
promoted equally the different service divisions within BKL, as well as reflecting the high quality
and comprehensive range of commercial and accounting services to businesses in the UK.

The company name Berg Kaprow Lewis was retained as the umbrella brand name. The brand
structure was then explored by each division name beginning with BKL and having their 
own individual strapline. For example; BKL Technology – ‘We speak your language’, BKL Tax
– ‘Creative tax thinking’, 

For the all the logos a visual representation of an ‘abacus’ was chosen. This proposed
solution clearly demonstrated flexibility and reflected the industry they are in. The idea of
moving consecutive vertical rows of beads for each division is not only appropriate but
visually dynamic and unique compared to BKL’s competitors. 

The result is an identity traditional in idea yet visually modern and forward-looking. 
A consistent brand message was carried through on art direction and copywriting on all
communications on and offline including a multi-tiered website, internal brand booklet 
and corporate sales pack that could be tailored to each potential client.

Berg Kaprow Lewis
Brand identity, implementation & guidelines



NSPCC child protection packs and will care direct mail



Following NSPCC brand guidelines, concept and design for the first ever child
protection pack ‘firstcheck’, a step-by-step guide for organisations to safeguard
children. A guide to help organisations to develop their own child protection policies
and procedures. In English and Welsh. ‘Sportscheck’ was also developed to help sports
organisations develop children protection policies, recruitment and training procedures
and a code of practice. Designed to help organisations prevent abuse and protect
children. The concept of ‘as easy as 1,2, 3’ was simple, fun, translated well across 
the 3 different packs and also proved to be a cost-effective solution.

Design of direct mail pack for WillCare – a confidential free will making service scheme
from the NSPCC, to help encourage families to ensure that their loved ones are
provided for. Again, concept and design within NSPCC brand guidelines.
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Rydon Homes The Court, brand creation and marketing materials



Rialto Homes Union Road property brochure



Graymatters naming, identity, website & brochure


